The Women Over 50 Film Festival (WOFFF) and Moving Pictures bring you films with positive, dynamic and authentic older women on screen and behind the camera.

Join us for an evening of short films, conversation and connection on Tuesday 7th November in a special Carers UK screening event on Zoom.

We’re delighted to be sharing 5 short films with you. And afterwards, we’ll chat in small groups about the films.

Join us on social media
@WO50FF
@CarersUK
#RepresentationMatters
www.wofff.co.uk

The Honeys and Bears
Veena Rao | USA
Documentary | 3min
Members of a Harlem synchronized swim team describe the freedom of the water.

Slingshot
Robin Haig | UK | Drama
15min
A Highland woman wants to be a Warrior Queen.

Entitled
Adeyemi Michael | UK
Documentary | 4min
A young man reimagines his mother leaving Nigeria 30 years ago for Peckham, South London.

Lay Me Low
Marlene Millar | Canada
Experimental | 8min
A traditional Shaker song cuts to the heart to communicate a universal feeling of loss.

Grandma’s Visit
Katie Tuckwell | UK
Animation | 3min
An older woman goes undercover in a care home. Can she pull off a daring rescue?
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